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The ATLAS Detector

Inner Detector

σ (p T )
pT

= 0.05% ⋅ p T [GeV] ⊕ 1%

σ (d 0 ) = 24[ µm] ⊕

50[ µmGeV ]
p T [GeV ] sin Θ

ATLAS Inner Detector (ID) main tracking device
71.5[ µmGeV ] of ATLAS
σ (z 0 sin ϑ ) = 72.5[ µm] ⊕
p T [GeV] sin Θ  consists of Pixel, Silicon strip (SCT) and drift
tube (TRT) detectors
 Y.Kulchitsky,
single hit
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JINRresolution between 10 μm (Pixel) and
2
130 μm (TRT)

Minimum Bias events
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Charged particle distributions
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Analysis overview
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Event Selection
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Distributions of d0 and Track Fractions for η-region
Run2: Track Fractions for d0 distribution
for |η| ≈2.5
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Run1: Track Fractions for d0 distribution
for |η| ≈2.5
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Fraction of Secondary tracks for |d0|<1.5 mm and |z0sinΘ|<1.5 mm vs η
Run2: Secondary tracks Fractions vs η
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Run1: Secondary tracks Fractions vs η
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP d0 vs η
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP d0 vs η
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Resolution of IP d0 vs η
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Analysis of Ks0 vs R
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Corrections
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Trigger and vertex efficiency

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Trigger efficiency and (b) vertex reconstruction efficiency with respect to the event selection,
as a function of the number of reconstructed tracks without the Δz0sinθ constraint (nselBL).
(c) Vertex
efficiency in data with respectY.Kulchitsky,
to the JINR
event selection for events with exactly
one
23/09/2015
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selected track as a function of η. The statistical uncertainties are shown as black lines and the

Tracking efficiency

(a)

(b)

The track reconstruction efficiency as a function of (a) pseudorapidity, η,
and (b) transverse momentum, pT as predicted by Pythia8 A2 simulation.
The statistical uncertainties are shown as black lines, the total
23/09/2015
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uncertainties
as green shaded areas.

MC models. I
The MC models used to correct the data for detector effects and to compare with particle-level
corrected data. The PYTHIA 8, HERWIG++, EPOS and QGSJET-II generators are used.
In PYTHIA 8 inclusive hadron–hadron interactions are described by a model that splits
the total inelastic cross-section into non-diffractive (ND) processes, dominated by t-channel
gluon exchange, and diffractive processes involving a colour-singlet exchange. The simulation of
ND processes includes multiple parton-parton interactions (MPI). The diffractive processes are
further divided into single-diffractive dissociation (SD), where one of the initial hadrons remains
intact and the other is diffractively excited and dissociates, and double-diffractive dissociation
(DD) where both hadrons dissociate.
In HERWIG++ inclusive hadron–hadron collisions are simulated by applying an MPI
model for the ND process to events with no hard scattering. It is therefore possible to generate an
event with zero 2 → 2 partonic scatters, in which only beam remnants are produced, with nothing
in between them. While HERWIG++ has no explicit model for diffractive processes in the
simulation of inclusive hadron–hadron collisions, the zero-scatter events will look similar to
double-diffractive dissociation.
EPOS provides an implementation of a parton-based Gribov-Regge theory which is an
effective QCD-inspired field theory describing hard and soft scattering simultaneously.
QGSJET-II provides a phenomenological treatment of hadronic and nuclear
interactions in the Reggeon field theory framework. The soft and semihard parton processes are
included in the model within the “semihard Pomeron” approach.
EPOS and QGSJET-II calculations do not rely on the standard parton distribution
23/09/2015
JINR8 and HERWIG++.
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functions
(PDFs) as used in generators like Y.Kulchitsky,
PYTHIA

MC models. II
Different settings of model parameters optimised to reproduce the existing experimental data
have been used in the simulation. These settings are referred to as tunes.
For PYTHIA 8 two tunes are used (A2 and MONASH), for HERWIG++ and EPOS
the UE-EE-5-CTEQ6L1 and LHC tunes are respectively used. QGSJET-II uses the default tune
from the generator.
Each tune incorporates 7 TeV underlying event and/or minimum-bias data, with this
HERWIG++ tune being the only one that does not incorporate minimum-bias data. Each tune is
summarised in Table 1, together with the version of each generator used to produce the samples.
The A2 PYTHIA 8 (with MSTW2008LO PDF) sample is used to derive the detector corrections
for these measurements.

All the events are processed through the ATLAS detector simulation program, which is based on
23/09/2015
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GEANT4. They are then reconstructed and analysed by the same program chain used for the data.

η distribution
Charged-particle multiplicity
as a function of the
pseudorapidity for events
with nch ≥ 1, pT > 500 MeV
and |η| < 2.5. The dots
represent the data and the
curves the predictions from
different MC models. The xvalue in each bin corresponds
to the bin centroid. The
vertical bars represent the
statistical uncertainties, while
the shaded areas show
statistical and systematic
uncertainties added in
quadrature. The bottom
inserts show the ratio of the
MC over the data. The values
of the ratio correspond to the
averages of the bin content.
The same shape in Models but different normalisation. Except HERWIG which is tuned entirely on UE.
23/09/2015
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EPOS and Pythia 8 A2Y.Kulchitsky,
give remarkably
good predictions.

pT distribution
Charged-particle multiplicity
as a function of the transverse
momentum for events with nch
≥ 1, pT > 500 MeV and |η| <
2.5. The dots represent the
data and the curves the
predictions from different MC
models. The x-value in each
bin corresponds to the bin
centroid. The vertical bars
represent the statistical
uncertainties, while the shaded
areas show statistical and
systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature. The bottom
inserts show the ratio of the
MC over the data. The values
of the ratio correspond to the
averages of the bin content.

23/09/2015spans 10 orders of magnitude. EPOS
Y.Kulchitsky,
JINR 8 Monash give remarkably good predictions.
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Measurement
and Pythia

Multiplicity distribution
Charged-particle events as a
function of the multiplicity for
events with nch ≥ 1, pT > 500
MeV and |η| < 2.5. The dots
represent the data and the
curves the predictions from
different MC models. The xvalue in each bin corresponds
to the bin centroid. The vertical
bars represent the statistical
uncertainties, while the shaded
areas show statistical and
systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature. The bottom
inserts show the ratio of the
MC over the data. The values
of the ratio correspond to the
averages of the bin content.

Low nch
23/09/2015

not well modelled by any MC;
because
Y.Kulchitsky,
JINRof large contribution from diffraction.
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Average transverse momentum distribution
Mean transverse momentum
versus the charged-particle
multiplicity distribution for events
with nch ≥ 1, pT > 500 MeV and
|η|<2.5. The dots represent the data
and the curves the predictions from
different MC models. The x-value
in each bin corresponds to the bin
centroid. The vertical bars
represent the statistical
uncertainties, while the shaded
areas show statistical and
systematic uncertainties added in
quadrature. The bottom inserts
show the ratio of the MC over the
data. The values of the ratio
correspond to the averages of the
bin content.
23/09/2015
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Y.Kulchitsky, JINR
without colour reconnection, QGSJET,
fail to model scaling with nch very well.
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Mean charged-particle multiplicity per 1η for η=0
The average chargedparticle multiplicity per unit
of rapidity for η=0 as a
function of the centre-ofmass energy. The definition
of charged-particle includes
charged strange baryons.
The data are compared to
various particle level MC
predictions. The vertical
error bars on the data
represent the total
uncertainty.
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Conclusion
 Charged-particle multiplicity measurements with the ATLAS detector
using pp-collisions for pT>0.5 GeV, |η|<2.5 delivered by the LHC at
√s=13 TeV during 2015 are presented.
 The result based on nearly 9 million inelastic interactions the
properties of events were studied.
 The data were corrected with minimal model dependence to obtain
inclusive distributions.
 The selected kinematic range (pT>0.5 GeV, |η|<2.5, nsel>1) and the
precision of this analysis highlight clear differences between MC
models and the measured distributions.
 Of the models considered EPOS reproduces the data the best,
PYTHIA 8 A2 and MONASH give reasonable descriptions of the data
and HERWIG++ and QGSJET-ii provide the worst descriptions of the
data.
23/09/2015
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Introduction
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Inner Detector
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Pseudorapidity coverage of the Inner Detector
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NEW in Run2: Insertable B-layer
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Minim bias distributions

Our Philosophy:
• Results presented in a well defined phase space.
• Do not extrapolate to full coverage with some MC model.
• 23/09/2015
Do not correct data for “diffractive Y.Kulchitsky,
background”.
JINR
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Tracking performance plots
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Tracking performance plots
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Motivation
Analysis of transverse Impact Parameter distributions (d0, z0) within the ID for selected,
primaries and secondary tracks with the aim of characterizing the resolution, misalignment,
material budget.
MC samples used for Run2. Non-Diffractive sample (ND): group.det-indet.207000.Pythia8_Monash_
MinBias_ND.merge.HITS.e3385_s1982_s2008_R20132_v008/ (10 millions events)
MC samples used for Run1: group.det-indet.Mon_ND.v3.Run1.s1982_Rec20_0n_EXT2
OLD datasets
MC samples used for Run2. Non-Diffractive sample (ND): mc14_13TeV.207000.Pythia8_Monash_MinBias_ND.merge.AOD.e3385_s1982_
s2008_r5995_r5853 (150000 events in 30 files)
Non-Diffractive w/ 2.5% extra material sample: mc14_13TeV.207000.Pythia8_Monash_MinBias_ND.merge.AOD.e3385_s2095_
s2008_r5995_r5853 (650000 events in 130 files)
Non-Diffractive w/ 5% extra material sample: mc14_13TeV.207000.Pythia8_Monash_MinBias_ND.merge.AOD.e3385
_s2094_s2008_r5995_r5853 (500000 events in 100 files)

Cut parameter

Selection cuts at 13 TeV



Select only well-defined tracks,
Select a primary vertex to
reduce error in IP.

23/09/2015

pT
|η|
Number of Silicon hits
Number of Pixel hits
Number of b-layer hits
Number of tracks in PV
Number of PVs
Number tracks in PV
Y.Kulchitsky, JINR
Track Probability for p >10 GeV

Cut value
> 0.5 GeV/c
< 2.5
≥6
≥1
>0
>1
=1
≥2
31
≥0.01

Impact parameters d0 and z0sinΘ

z0 = zd0 + zV – zPV
where zv=0 for MC

σBS(d0)

σBS (z0sinΘ) = σBScosΘ
σBS (z0) = σBSctgΘ

z0sinΘ
zPV

23/09/2015
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Secondaries

Comparisons between data and PYTHIA 8 A2 and MONASH simulations for the transverse impact
parameter distribution of the reconstructed tracks. The separate contributions from tracks coming from
primary and secondary particles are also shown and the fraction of secondary particles in the simulation is
scaled to match that seen in the data, with the final simulation distributions normalised to the number of
tracks in the data.
23/09/2015
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Fraction of Secondary tracks for |d0|<1.5 mm and |z0sinΘ|<1.5 mm vs pT
Run2: Secondary tracks Fractions vs pT
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Run1: Secondary tracks Fractions vs pT
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Fraction of Secondary tracks for |d0|<1.5 mm and |z0sinΘ|<1.5 mm vs nsel
Run2: Secondary tracks Fractions vs nsel
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Run1: Secondary tracks Fractions vs nsel
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Convolution of Gaussian with Gaussian
For σ(d0) and σ(z0sinΘ)

𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰⨂𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 =

𝑪𝑪

√𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐(𝝈𝝈𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰

𝟐𝟐 +𝝈𝝈

𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩

𝟐𝟐 )

𝒆𝒆

(𝒙𝒙−(𝝁𝝁𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 +𝝁𝝁𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 ))𝟐𝟐
−
𝟐𝟐(𝝈𝝈𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 𝟐𝟐 +𝝈𝝈𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 𝟐𝟐 )

1. The beam spot resolution for d0:
σBS(d0) = σBS.
2. The beam spot resolution for z0:
σBS(z0) = σBSctgΘ.
3. The beam spot resolution for z0sinΘ:
σBS(z0sinΘ) = σBScosΘ.
23/09/2015
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP d0vs pT
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP d0 vs pT
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Resolution of IP d0 vs pT
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP d0 vs nsel
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP d0 vs nsel
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Resolution of IP d0 vs nsel
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP d0 vs 1/pT2sinΘ
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP d0 vs 1/pT2sinΘ
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Resolution of IP d0 vs 1/pT2sinΘ
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Distributions of z0sinΘ and Track Fractions for η-region
Run2: Track Fractions for z0 sinΘ distribution
for |η| ≈0
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Run1: Track Fractions for z0 sinΘ distribution
for |η| ≈0
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs η
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs η
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Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs η
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs pT
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs pT
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Reprocessing. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs pT
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs nsel
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs nsel
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Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs nsel
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Reprocessing. Selected tracks. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs 1/pT2sinΘ
Deconvolution. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs 1/pT2sinΘ
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Reprocessing. Resolution of IP z0sinΘ vs 1/pT2sinΘ
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Study of Impact Parameters Resolution in the ATLAS Inner Detector
Motivation

Analysis of transverse Impact Parameter distributions (d0, z0)
within the ATLAS Inner Detector for all, primary and
secondary tracks with the aim of characterizing the
 IP Resolution vs. 𝜂𝜂, n
ch and pT
 Misalignment vs. 𝜂𝜂
 Material budget vs. 𝜂𝜂 (nominal, +2.5%, +5%, +10%
additional materials)
 Fractions of secondary tracks (electrons and non-electrons)
 Comparison results for Run2 geometry with Run1 geometry
23/09/2015
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Finite single point resolution

α

Multiple scattering

∫
23/09/2015

∫
Y.Kulchitsky, JINR

β
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Impact Parameter resolutions σ(d0track; z0track)
Divided Impact Parameter resolution into intrinsic detector
resolution (including misalignment) and multiple scattering
terms:
σ(d0track; z0track) = σintrinsic⊕σ MS
(1)
 Intrinsic detector resolution characterised the detector
misalignment and primary vertex resolution. It is constant:
σintrinsic = σmisalignment⊕σPV⊕σdetector = α (2)
We know that σdetector<<σmisalignment. The results of previous study is σPV<<σmisalignment


Multiple scattering depends on amount of material in
detector and momentum of particle:
(3)
σMS = β/(pT2 sin θ)1/2

Full Impact Parameter resolution (formula for the fit):
2 + β2/(p 2 sin θ)
) = αJINR
σ2(d0track; z0trackY.Kulchitsky,
(4)
23/09/2015
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Run2. IP resolution of d0 with Nominal material:
Selected tracks
IP resolution of d0 for |η|<1.2

IP resolution of d0 for |η|<2.5

IP resolution of d0 for 1.2<|η|<2.5






23/09/2015

Intercept of linear fit to resolution plot depends
on alignment, and gradient depends on amount of
multiple scattering (Material Budget)
Parameter α increase on 8% from central to
forward η-region.
Parameter β does not depend from the η-region.
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Impact Parameter resolution of d0, z0sinΘ for Selected/Primary/Secondary tracks
Material
Type tracks

η-region

α(d0)
[μm]

α(z0sinΘ)
[μm]

β(d0)
[μm GeV]

β(z0sinΘ)
[μm GeV]

ATLAS Run1

0.25<|η|<0.50

10

91

140

209

1.50<|η|<1.75

12

71

240

263

|η|<2.5

27.7±0.8

80.8±2.4

108.3±0.2

115.4±1.1

|η|<1.2

28.4±0.9

94.7±3.8

107.3±0.3

124.9±2.0

1.2<|η|<2.5

29.1±0.8

33.5±0.9

108.6±0.2

106.0±0.4

|η|<2.5

24.4±0.4

72.1±2.8

50.3±0.1

71.7±1.6

|η|<1.2

24.0±0.4

77.8±2.9

50.1±0.1

78.1±1.6

1.2<|η|<2.5

26.1±0.5

50.2±2.8

50.4±0.1

66.8±1.5

|η|<2.5

24.5±0.4

71.3±2.9

49.8±0.1

70.7±1.6

|η|<1.2

24.2±0.5

76.6±3.0

49.6±0.2

77.4±1.7

1.2<|η|<2.5

26.2±0.7

50.0±2.6

49.9±0.2

66.3±1.4

|η|<2.5

302±15

379±17

314±11

190±19

|η|<1.2

315±21

380±19

325±16

220±20

1.2<|η|<2.5

224±16

319±18

298±10

177±17

|η|<2.5

40.8±2.3

54.0±4.5

98.5±0.9

63.1±2.4

|η|<1.2

40.1±2.5

53.3±5.7

97.2±0.9

71.5±3.2

Y.Kulchitsky, JINR
34.2±4.7
35.2±5.8

77.8±1.3
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56.2±2.5

Nominal
Run1
Selected
Nominal
Selected

Nominal
Primary

Nominal
Secondary
Non-electron
Nominal
Secondary
Electron

23/09/2015

1.2<|η|<2.5

Impact Parameter resolution of d0, z0sinΘ for additional material
Material
Type tracks

η-region

α(d0)
[μm]

α(z0sinΘ)
[μm]

β(d0)
[μm GeV]

β(z0sinΘ)
[μm GeV]

Nominal
Selected

|η|<2.5

24.4±0.5

72.5±2.9

50.3±0.2

71.5±1.7

|η|<1.2

24.3±0.8

78.4±3.1

49.9±0.2

77.4±1.8

1.2<|η|<2.5

26.0±0.7

50.6±2.7

50.4±0.2

66.9±1.5

|η|<2.5

24.3±0.4

73.7±3.1

51.1±0.1

71.1±1.7

|η|<1.2

24.7±0.6

79.3±3.2

50.5±0.2

78.1±1.8

1.2<|η|<2.5

25.0±0.5

50.1±3.1

51.3±0.1

67.9±1.6

|η|<2.5

24.3±0.5

73.9±3.2

51.8±0.1

72.6±1.8

|η|<1.2

24.8±0.7

80.0±3.4

51.1±0.2

78.7±1.8

1.2<|η|<2.5

25.0±0.5

49.9±3.1

52.0±0.1

69.2±1.6

+2.5%
Selected

+5%
Selected

1.
2.
3.
4.

The Alignment (α) for d0 does not dependence from additional materials.
The Alignment (α) for z0sinΘ increase on 2% when additional materials is +5%.
The Material Budget (β) for d0 increase on 3% when additional materials is +5%.
The Material Budget (β) for z0sinΘ increase on 1.5% when additional materials is +5%.
23/09/2015
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Analysis of Ks0
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Analysis of Ks0 vs φ
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Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the η. I
(a)

(b)

(c)

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the pseudorapidity for events with nch >=1, pt > 500
MeV and |eta| < 2.5 at √s = 0.9 (a), 2.36 (b) and 7 TeV (c). The dots represent the data and the curves
the predictions from different MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical uncertainties,
while the shaded areas show statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The bottom
23/09/2015
Y.Kulchitsky, JINR
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inserts show the ratio of the MC over the data.

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the η. II
(a)

(b)

(c)

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the pseudorapidity for events with nch >=2, pt>100
MeV and |eta|<2.5 at √s = 0.9 (a), 7 (b) and 8 TeV (c). The dots represent the data and the curves the
predictions from different MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while
the shaded areas show statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The bottom inserts
23/09/2015
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show the ratio of the MC over the data.

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the pT. I
(a)

(b)

(c)

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the transverse momentum for events with nch >=1,
pt>500 MeV and |eta| < 2.5 at √s = 0.9 (a), 2.36 (b) and 7 TeV (c). The dots represent the data and the
curves the predictions from different MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical
uncertainties, while the shaded areas show statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
23/09/2015
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quadrature. The bottom inserts show the ratio of the MC over the data.

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the pT. II
(a)

(b)

(c)

Charged-particle multiplicities as a function of the transverse momentum for events with nch >=2, pt >
100 MeV and |eta| < 2.5 at √s = 0.9 (a), 7 (b) and 8 TeV (c). The dots represent the data and the curves
the predictions from different MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical uncertainties,
while the shaded areas show statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The bottom
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inserts show the ratio of the MC over the data.

Charged-particle multiplicities distribution. I
(a)

(b)

(c)

Charged-particle multiplicities distribution for events with nch>=1, pt>500 MeV and |eta|<2.5 at √s=
0.9 (a), 2.36 (b) and 7 TeV (c). The dots represent the data and the curves the predictions from different
MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the shaded areas show
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The bottom inserts show the ratio of the
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MC over the data.

Charged-particle multiplicities distribution. II
(a)

(b)

(c)

For increasing the multiplicity
region at 13 TeV need to add
HMT data
Charged-particle multiplicities distribution for events with nch>=2, pt>100 MeV and |eta|<2.5 at √s=
0.9 (a), 7 (b) and 8 TeV (c). The dots represent the data and the curves the predictions from different
MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the shaded areas show
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The bottom inserts show the ratio of the
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MC over the data.

Average transverse momentum as a function multiplicities. I

(c)
(a)

(b)

For increasing the multiplicity
region at 13 TeV need to add
HMT data
Average transverse momentum as a function of the number of charged particles in the event for events
with nch>=1, pt>500 MeV and |eta|<2.5 at √s= 0.9 (a), 7 (b) and 8 TeV (c). The dots represent the data
and the curves the predictions from different MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical
uncertainties, while the shaded areas show statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
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quadrature. The bottom inserts show the ratio of the MC over the data.

Average transverse momentum as a function multiplicities. II
(a)

(b)

(c)

Average transverse momentum as a function of the number of charged particles in the event for events
with nch>=2, pt>100 MeV and |eta|<2.5 at √s= 0.9 (a), 7 (b) and 8 TeV (c). The dots represent the data
and the curves the predictions from different MC models. The vertical bars represent the statistical
uncertainties, while the shaded areas show statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
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quadrature. The bottom inserts show the ratio of the MC over the data.

Average transverse momentum as a function multiplicities. III

Average transverse
momentum as a function of
the number of charged
particles in the event for
events with nch>=2, pt>100
MeV and |eta|<2.5 at √s =7
TeV. In the first time we
compare result with EPOS
prediction. One can see the
better agreement
experimental result with
EPOS prediction than for
another MC predictions
(except PhoJet).

New: comparison
with EPOS.
Better agreement!
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Fraction of single and double diffraction

Comparison of the uncorrected data and PYTHIA8 A2 simulation for (a) the number of reconstructed tracks
per event and the fraction of tracks versus (b) pseudorapidity, η and (c) transverse momentum, pT. Each
distribution is normalised on a per event basis for both data and simulation independently. The contributions
to the simulation from non-diffractive (ND), single-diffractive dissociation (SD) and double-diffractive
dissociation (DD) as predicted by PYTHIA8 A2 are also shown. The bottom inserts show the ratio of the MC
over the
data. The values of the ratio correspond Y.Kulchitsky,
to the averages
of the bin content.
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Minimum Bias Results
Results do not agree with
models, AMBT1 tuned on
pT>500 MeV, nch≥6

Consistent with other LHC
measurements

Comparison
of
average
charge
Average charge multiplicity for η=0, for
multiplicity per unit of rapidity, phase
pT>100 MeV, nch≥2; for pT>500 MeV, nch≥1;
spaces are indicated, (CMS uses
for pT>500 MeV, nch≥6; as function of √s. Plots
are per
unit of rapidity, and for |η|<2.5 Y.Kulchitsky, JINRdiffraction corrected distributions),
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extrapolated to pT>0

